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Snap Fitness has been on the cutting edge of fitness franchise development since
launching in 2003, and now, new clubs, new territories and new milestones are on
the horizon. With more than one million members and 2,000+ clubs open or
scheduled for development globally, the world’s 24/7 fitness brand is positioned to
continue its international growth and brand development in 2020. Weldon Spangler,
CEO at Lift Brands, Snap Fitness’s parent company, shares what’s next for the
company. “Whether we are expanding in current partner countries or entering new
markets, communities are embracing our 24/7 model that provides fitness
opportunities for everyone. New gyms are in development across the world, and
international expansion is a priority in 2020.”
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than $30 billion annually. About one in
10 of those dollars comes through a
franchise, but in recent years, franchise
growth has outpaced the overall
industry. According to the market
research firm IBISWorld, the fitness
market as a whole will grow at 1.5
percent between now and 2022, and
franchise brands will grow about twice
that fast, as they become stronger and
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Snap Fitness clearly acknowledges
these trends and prides itself on a

In 2014, the company announced that

It’s certainly an exciting time to be in

holistic approach to fitness and

it had established a parent company

the fitness-franchise business: the U.S.

wellness.

Its
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includes

functional fitness, cardio and strength
training, group fitness classes, and
personal training. Recently, the brand
started focusing on providing members
with daily intensity workouts that are
available

to

members

anytime,

anywhere. Each club provides highdefinition TV screens that display GIFs
of each movement on a timer, so
members can complete the workout on
their own schedule. Also, unlike many
boutique gyms or large fitness brands,
Snap Fitness members have the option
to get fit whenever it works with their
schedule. Convenience clearly is a key
differentiator for the brand. Its results
focused concept also includes Myzone
heart rate tracking devices to allow
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launch of a new state-of-the-art club
design with bespoke lighting and the
latest fitness technology in the United
Kingdom and Ireland. Additional key
markets for expansion in 2020 include
Australia, New Zealand, Mexico, Turkey
and the United Arab Emirates.
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notable attribute of the Snap Fitness

opening in Europe but also with the

franchise is its philosophy of prescribed
flexibility – the philosophy that no two
markets are the same, and the
processes that we’ve built to allow
franchisees to work with the brand to
choose options that are the right fit for
their local market.”
Snap Fitness’ global growth exploded
in 2019, including the first-ever club
opening

in

Taiwan.

The

brand

experienced significant growth of 46
percent in the Asia Pacific region and an
overall membership increase of nine
percent.
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